GREAT REASONS

to choose Kaiser Permanente for your glasses & contacts

Kaiser Permanente doctors are on the same, connected team. Potential health issues uncovered during the eye exam are seamlessly routed to a Kaiser Permanente doctor who can continue your care.

Complete eyewear starts at $69¹ - When you apply your benefit, you may have no out-of-pocket cost. Up to 1,200 frames to choose from including Gucci, Ray-Ban, and Nike.

kp2020.org - Book an eye exam, check benefits, order contacts, and check order status online.
**Service Benefits**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Benefit Amount</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Prescription eyeglasses and contact lenses | $175 allowance toward the purchase price of any or all of the following:  
  - Prescription eyeglasses. To use the optical benefit, at least one of the two lenses requires a prescription.  
  - Contact lenses, fitting, and dispensing. | Once every 24 months |

You can only use your optical benefit at a Kaiser Permanente Optical Center.

---

1. **Complete pairs of glasses starting at $69**
   - Standard single vision - $69
   - Standard multifocal - $149

2. **Apply your $175 benefit**

3. **Pay $0 out-of-pocket**

OR

Use your $175 benefit toward an upgraded frame (shop brands such as Gucci, Oakley or Nike) when ordering prescription glasses or sunglasses.

Or use your $175 benefit toward contact lenses.

---

1. For $69 eyeglasses, choose from over 20 frames at $20, and get standard, plastic single vision lenses at $49 ($49 for the lenses, plus a $20 frame equals $69).  
2. For $149 eyeglasses, choose from over 20 frames at $20, and get standard, plastic multifocal lenses at $129 ($129 for the lenses, plus a $20 frame equals $149).  
3. Regular prices for these brand are typically $110 - $215.